
Are you at risk?

Cyber-attacks and costs 

are on the rise.

surveyed believe that 

software isn’t enough, 

modern hardware is needed 1

of security decision makers 

surveyed experienced one 

firmware attack in the last 

two years1

Average cost to a business 

of a data breach.2

Visit https://techtoday.lenovo.com/windows-11 today.

1. Microsoft, “Security Signals,” 2021 2. IBM, Ponemon Institute’s 2020 Cost of a Data Breach Study, 2020.

Designed by Microsoft and built by silicon 
partners, Pluton delivers enhanced security 
to the core of new Windows 11 devices.

Blocks physical attacks
Pluton protects credentials, identities, personal data 

and encryption keys with powerful safeguards against 

physical attack. Information cannot be removed even 

if an attacker has installed malware or has complete 

physical possession of the PC.

Trusted, proven, built with partners
Pluton is built on proven technology used in Microsoft 

Xbox and Microsoft Azure Sphere. Microsoft brings Pluton 

hardened integrated security capabilities to Windows 11 

devices in collaboration with leading silicon partners.

Designed by Microsoft and built by silicon partners, Pluton technology is 

integrated directly into the PC's processor hardening new Windows 11 devices 

with ongoing protection for user identity, data and apps.

Ongoing up-to-date protection
Designed by Microsoft and built by silicon partners, 

Pluton is built into the CPU for security at the core, 

helping to ensure system integrity and the latest 

protection with updates delivered by Microsoft.

With Windows 11, hardware and software work together 

for protection from the CPU all the way to the cloud.

Microsoft Pluton
Ongoing protection, helping keep 

devices safe at home, at work, at play

https://techtoday.lenovo.com/windows-11


How Pluton Works 
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Pluton security processor
Built into CPU, reduces attack surface area

Traditional security processor
Vulnerable to exploits across bus interface

Pluton Capabilities

Bus interface

CPU

TPM

Microsoft Pluton
Ongoing protection, helping keep 

devices safe at home, at work, at play

1. Flexible and compatible: Pluton can be 
used as a TPM or in conjunction with a TPM.

2. Microsoft Support: Microsoft provides 
support for firmware attestation.

3. Always up-to-date: Pluton firmware 
updates through Windows Update.

4. Continuous Innovation: Additional 
capabilities are enabled over coming releases.

Pluton

CPU



Microsoft Pluton
Proven technology and partnerships

Get started today with the latest security processor built into 
the CPU where hardware and software are tightly integrated in a 
unified approach designed to eliminate entire vectors of attack.

Learn more today at: https://techtoday.lenovo.com/windows-11

ThinkPad Z13 (13” AMD) ThinkPad Z16 (16” AMD)

Find the latest Pluton technology in these Lenovo secured-core PCs:

https://www.lenovo.com/thinkpadz
https://www.lenovo.com/thinkpadz
https://techtoday.lenovo.com/windows-11
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